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Measurements of cytosolic
aromatase activity in a group of
breast cancer cell lines are
presented. Correlation of the
rates of [3H] and
[14C]aromatase conversion of
[3H]androstenedione to
[3H]estrone and [14C]estrone,
respectively, in these cell lines
with those established for
normal breast tissue suggests
that some of these cell lines with
androgen receptor activity may
have increased steroid
aromatase activity due to
receptor-mediated stimulation of
the enzyme.Q: How to stop/unrun a.vbs file script? So for one
of my assignments I have to use
a.vbs file in order to create the
html code for a website and my
professor wants to know if there
is a way I can stop/un-run
that.vbs script while still in the
command prompt and also one
more problem, I'm not allowed to
use website creation programs
to create my own website like
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front page, power site etc. I have
to use the.vbs method and once
that has been run to complete
the code, it's up to me to add
the necessary coding to make
the html code. So how do I
stop/un-run that.vbs file? A: Just
close the cmd window, or if that
doesn't work - run shutdown /s /t
5 to shutdown the computer (on
Windows this goes to the
background, doesn't matter if
you run a cmd or not)
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